
Questions On Season AM  15.11.2016 

 

1. Father's company is a wonderful thing, how? 

2. What is Bapdada's answer to children's exhaustion  ? 

3. How this Avyakt Meeting brings one more splendour ? 

4. What additions should be there in kingdom ? 

5. What is the base of to always fly? 

6. How to remain always happy ? 

7. How nature can become our helper? 

8. In what does father enjoys ? 

9. Why do we become happy in seeing the capital ? 

10. What are the excuses and objections in baba milan ? 

       (Objections & Excuses in Baba-Milan ) 

11. Beautiful day and most beautiful our baba,how ? 

12. Baba cannot remain without what things?  

13. To meet baba what physical and subtle things are required? 

14. Baba has come for me, why? 

15. Where will be our kingdom ?  

16. What is the enthusiasm in everyone's heart ? 

17. Where are we going ? 

18. How to take a tour of capital? 

19. Bapdada becomes happy looking at his each jewel, why ? 

20. Everyone should ask what question to oneself ? 

21. Everyone remembers which day ? 

22. What are the reasons for children's exhaustion? 

23.Children become happy in what things,in which father also becomes happy? 

24. Children are clever in what? 

25. What are our fortunes? 

26. What one should experience after meeting a great, renunciate and yogi soul ? 

27. This meeting is special, why?  

28. Father takes children on tour at which places?  

29. List 10reasons why one leaves this knowledge or baba  ? 



30. What-What you can do in 3 minutes ? 

31. In 3 minutes, which spiritual drills you can do ? 

32. In 3 minutes, which services you can do ? 

33. What are 3-3 things in knowledge? 

34. What things will be there in your kingdom? 

35. How is the special day of meeting of father and son ? 

36.  "God has come for me". Write on this. 

37. Where did baba come, Shantivan or Delhi ? 

38. When does exhaustion decrease?  

39. "Main capital is seen means everything is seen". Churn on this - why and how ? 

40. How to fill power in weak souls so that they don't leave in between? 


